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EXT. SUBORN STREETS OF BARRYVILL VINCE’S HOUSE FRONT YARD 5

YEARS AGO

MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 5 years ago the sun

is setting over the horizon. In Vince’s street VINCE

LANCELER curious, athletic, rustic, friendly,

adventurous, has purple spiky hair and blue eyes is playing

around in the streets with his toy truck.

Vince pushes his toy truck backward and forwards while

having a smile on his face.

VINCE LANCELER (V.O)

My name is Vince Lanceler, I 10

years old and this is the day my

life changed for the better.

The front door of Vince’s house OPENS. His grandmother JUDY

LANCELER in her 60’s, smart, wise, caring, helpful, has

white hair and blue eyes, and wears glasses walks out of the

house with a glass of lemonade for Vince.

VINCE LANCELER (V.O)

My life was normal. I have a

Grandma...

A car pulls up into the driveway of Vince’s hose. The driver

seat door OPENS and SHELDON LANCERLER 35 years old, smart,

goofy, wise, friendly, has blue eyes, and jelled black hair

comes out of the car.

VINCE LANCELER (CONT’D) (V.O)

...And a dad, but the 1 person I am

missing in my life is a mom. My dad

said that my mom is part of a group

of people who plants different

plants all over the world. I don’t

know much about her, but I know

from my dad she is beautiful. My

life was great, but everything

changes when this happens.

Suddenly a satellite comes FALLS from the sky and CRASHES in

the middle of the court.

VINCE LANCELER (V.O)

A satellite crashed lands in the

middle of my street.

Vince walks up to the satellite feeling curious. Suddenly

SIRENS come out of nowhere. Vince and his neighbors notice

the sirens coming towards the street.

(CONTINUED)
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VINCE LANCELER (V.O)

Before I got up to the satellite,

vehicles come into my street.

S.T.R.I.F.E Vehicles come into the street. Several MEN

wearing black suits and ties and wearing sunglasses come out

from the S.T.R.I.F.E vehicles.

VINCE LANCELER (V.O)

My dad sends me back inside for

safety.

Sheldon pulls Vince away from the satellite and the men.

Vince looks nervous and runs back into the house.

CUT TO

INT. VINCE’S HOUSE VINCE’S ROOM

Vince walks up to his bedroom window to look out the look at

the men from S.T.R.I.F.E in the front yard

VINCE LANCELER (V.O)

I took 1 look at the satellite and

the men and they are wearing the

same acronym called S.T.R.I.F.E

which stands for something.

VINCE’S P.O.V WINDOW

Vince sees his father and grandmother outside with 2 of the

S.T.R.I.F.E men. 1 of the S.T.R.I.F.E men raises his hand at

Sheldon and his grandmother.

A FLASH OF LIGHT comes out from the man’s hand wiping

Vince’s father and grandmother’s memory of the satellite.

RETURN TO SCENE

VINCE LANCELER (V.O)

They wiped out my dad’s and

grandma’s memories of the

satellite, but not mine.

Vince looks surprise of seeing his dad’s and grandmother’s

memories of the satellite getting erased. Vince has a

serious look on his face and knew what he has to do.

VINCE LANCELER (V.O)

And knew what I have to do. I have

to look for S.T.R.I.F.E, join their

organization, and search for my

missing mother.

(CONTINUED)
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END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

FADE IN

INT. BARRYVILL ELEMENTARY 5TH GRADE CLASS DAYTIME PRESENT

DAY

MELLOW PIANO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the 5th-grade

classroom, Vince is now 5 years older and is sitting at the

top right corner at the front of the classroom staring out

of the window.

MALE TEACHER (O.S)

Kelly you got a B. Hunter you got a

D-, Bob you got an F, stay focus

next time.

MR.MACRO in his 40’s, smart, wise, over-educated, helpful,

has jelled brown hair and green eyes walks up to Vince.

MALE TEACHER (O.S)

Vince? Are you OK?

Vince then turns his attention to Mr.Macro.

VINCE LANCELER

Yes Mr. Macro.

MR.MACRO

Good because you got an A.

Mr. Macro gives Vince his test and Vince smiles at his

paper.

MR.MACRO

I got to say as a 10 year old boy

you skipped the 4th grade and come

up to my class. I didn’t knew you

can have a big IQ like yours.

VINCE LANCELER

Well, you know me. I like to learn

about stuff.

MR.MACRO

Tell me. What is your motivation?

(CONTINUED)
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VINCE LANCELER

Just to try to be 1 of the greatest

at school.

Suddenly the SCHOOL BELL RINGS. All of the other students

get up out from their desks and run out of the classroom.

MR.MACRO

Time for recess.

CUT TO

EXT. BARRYVILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FRONT ENTRANCE LATER

Later after school some of the students are waiting for the

bus, with Vince at the back of the line to wait for the bus.

CHIP BLOCKER 10 years old, hyperactive, funny, imaginative,

selfish, arrogant, has red shaggy hair, a bucktooth and blue

eyes walk up to Vince.

CHIP BLOCKER

Hey Vince.

VINCE LANCELER

Hey Chip, long time no see.

CHIP BLOCKER

Things are different now since you

are with the 5th graders. I miss

telling jokes to you in class and

pranking the teacher.

VINCE LANCELER

You can prank the teacher without

me. I am just focus on school work.

CHIP BLOCKER

Why are you so focus on school work

so much?

VINCE LANCELER

Well, I was going to tell you when

I find them, but when I was 5 years

old, I saw a satellite crashed

landed in my street. So then these

government agent guys came and wipe

out everyone’s memories of the

satellite, except mine. So now I

focus all of my energy to find them

so I can join their spy

organization.

(CONTINUED)
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Chip then spaces out from what Vince had said. He then

smiles and LAUGHS, thinking of it as a joke. Vince has a

disappointed look on his face.

VINCE LANCELER

See you at karate tonight.

The line to the bus moves along and Vince walks into the

bus. The bus then DRIVES off while Chip is still LAUGHING.

FADE TO

INT. BARRYVILL MARTIAL ARTS SCHOOL EVENING LATER

Later at the Barryvill Martial arts school dozens of

students are throwing punches and kicks in the air while

Vince and Chip are throwing punches and kicks at the

punching bags.

MARTIAL ARTS TEACHER (O.S)

Alright everyone, time for our belt

ceremony. Now the students who are

getting their new belts please

stand in the middle of the dojo.

Vince, Chip, and 3 other students stand in the middle of the

dojo. Sheldon and Judy are sitting in the stands, watching

Vince get his black belt.

Some of the MARTIAL ARTS STAFF set up boards in front of the

students, Vince and Chip.

MARTIAL ARTS TEACHER (O.S)

You may karate chop the boards when

you are ready.

Chip throws a karate chop onto his board, and suddenly he

hurt his hand on the impact of the board.

CHIP BLOCKER

Ouch.

A LITTLE BLONDE GIRL throws a karate chop onto her board

causing it to SNAP in half. A LITTLE BOY WITH GLASSES throws

a karate chop onto his board and cuts his hand on impact. He

TEARS up due to the cut. The TALL MAN African America LAUGHS

at him.

The Tall Man throws a karate chop onto his board SNAPPING it

in half. He raises his hand in the air and sees that he has

a splinter in his hand. The Tall Man SCREAMS and runs out of

the dojo.

(CONTINUED)
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Vince looks at his board.

VINCE LANCELER

Could I have another board on top

of my board?

A Martial arts staff member puts another board onto his

board.

VINCE LANCELER

Another 1.

The Martial Arts Staff Member put the other board on top of

the board.

VINCE LANCELER

Another 1.

The Martial arts Staff member puts another board onto the

board.

VINCE LANCELER

Give me all of the boards that you

got.

MARTIAL ARTS TEACHER (O.S)

Are you sure Vince, you won’t break

through all of them.

VINCE LANCELER

Trust me, I can.

PIANO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 3 MARTIAL ARTS STAFF MEMBERS

bring out a 10 feet tall stack of boards into the middle of

the dojo. A STAFF MEMBER sets up a ladder behind Vince.

Vince climbs up the ladder to get to the top of the stack of

of boards. DRUM ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince stands

on top of the ladder.

Everyone is quiet while they are in their seats hoping that

Vince won’t fall off the latter.

Vince leaps off of the ladder and karate chops the entire

stack of boards in half as he SHOUTS in the process. He

lands onto the ground and the 10 feet tall stack of boards

COLLAPSE.

Everyone CHEER and CLAP for Vince. The Martial Arts Teacher

walks up to Vince presenting his black belt. Vince grabs the

black belt and bows to his martial arts teacher.

FADE TO
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EXT. BARRYVILL MARTIAL ARTS SCHOOL FRONT ENTRANCE LATER

Later everyone is leaving the martial arts school, while

Vince, Sheldon and Judy are standing outside of the martial

arts school.

SHELDON LANCELER

I’m very proud of you son.

JUDY LANCELER

You are 1 strong boy Vince.

VINCE LANCELER

Thanks, Granny.

SHELDON LANCELER

Now that you have your black belt,

I think it’s time to give you your

reward.

Vince has a confused look on his face. Sheldon OPENS the

trunk of the car and takes out a cage with a SILVERBACK

CHINCHILLA. Vince looks surprise and happy.

VINCE LANCELER

Wow, it’s a Chinchilla. It’s just

what I wanted.

Sheldon OPENS the cage and the Silver Back Chinchilla crawls

out of the cage. Vince picks it up in the air and has a

smile on his face.

VINCE LANCELER

Wow thanks, dad, but what about the

tamandua?

SHELDON LANCELER

Sorry son, but I can only afford 1

pet for you. At least you can name

him.

VINCE LANCELER

I’m going to name him Chilly the

Chinchilla.

JUDY LANCELER

You know, your mother loves

chinchillas. That’s why your father

got him for you.

SHELDON LANCELER

Now let’s bring Chilly back home.

(CONTINUED)
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They enter the car. Sheldon STARTS the car and it DRIVES out

of the parking lot

CUT TO

INT. VINCE’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM

The door OPENS to Vince’s house. The house is dark inside.

Sheldon TURNS ON the LIGHTS and shows that there are claw

marks all over the couch. Sheldon freaks out by the site.

SHELDON LANCELER

AHHH WHAT HAPPENED?

Then a TAMANDUA crawls out from behind the end of the couch.

Vince has a smile on his face.

VINCE LANCELER

Wow it’s a tamandua.

Vince and Chilly walk up to the tamandua. The Tamandua looks

scared and steps back away from Vince.

VINCE LANCELER

It’s OK. I am not going to hurt

you. Welcome to our family.

The Tamandua crawls up to Vince and Chilly and licks Vince’s

check.

SHELDON LANCELER

(to Judy)

Mom, I thought we can’t afford a

tamandua?

JUDY LANCELER

I used your credit card to buy him.

SHELDON LANCELER

WHAT!!!?

Vince picks up the tamandua and carries it.

VINCE LANCELER

(to the tamandua)

I’m going to name you Tammy. And I

am so going to show you guys on

Show and Tell tomorrow. Now lets up

to my room.

Vince walks upstairs with Chilly and Tammy in his arms.

CUT TO
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INT. VINCE’S HOUSE VINCE’S ROOM

SAD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince, Chilly, and

Tammy enter into Vince’s room.

VINCE LANCELER

Here is my room.

Chilly and Tammy SNIFF around Vince’s room getting used to

their new home.

Vince walks up to his desk and picks up a picture frame.

VINCE’S P.O.V PICTURE FRAME

Vince looks at a photo of him as a baby and his mother

VICTORIA LANCELER, beautiful, smart, has hazel eyes, and has

long violet hair with green highlights is holding Vince as a

baby in the picture.

RETURN TO SCENE

VINCE LANCELER

(smiles)

I hope my mom gets home soon.I can

show you guys to her.

Chilly and Tammy look up to Vince. Vince shows them the

picture of him and his mother.

VINCE LANCELER

This is my mom Victoria. I miss her

so much. I know little of my

mother. I wonder if she comes back

1 day.

Sheldon comes in front of Vince’s door and has a sad look on

his face knowing that Vine misses his mother.

FADE TO

EXT. SUBORN STREETS OF BARRYVILL VINCE’S HOUSE FRONT YARD

MORNING

The Next Day Vince exits out of his house, with Chilly and

Tammy in Vince’s backpack. Vince then hops onto his bike.

VINCE LANCELER

Bye dad, bye granny. I am taking my

bike to school today.

(CONTINUED)
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SHELDON LANCELER (V.O)

OK be careful. And have a good day

at school.

Vince rides his bike to school.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF BARRYVILL

HAPPY PIANO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the streets of

Barryvill Vince is riding his bike on the streets. He has a

smile on his face with the WIND BLOWING on his face.

Suddenly an EXPLOSION comes out of nowhere. Vince notice the

explosion and he sees it coming out from the alleyway.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF BARRYVILL ALLEYWAY

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince BREAKS on

his bike and runs up behind a garbage bin. He pokes his head

out from behind the garbage bin to look into the courtyard.

VINCE’S P.O.V

Vince sees APPLE MILES, 24 years old, smart, pretty, wise,

nice, polite, has orange hair, green eyes, and wears

glasses. CHERRY CHASE 23 years old, sassy, edgy,

fashionable, cheery, impulsive, has a valley girl accent,

has long pink hair with silver highlights and blue eyes. And

PEACHES PITTER 22 years old, African American, strong,

athletic, caring, harmful, tough,muscular, has brown eyes

and brown breaded hair are fighting off some MASKED BAD

GUYS.

APPLE MILES

You will never get your hands on

the chip.

CHERRY CHASE

Because we have it.

PEACHES PITTER

So if you want it. You have to go

through us.

RETURN TO SCENE

(CONTINUED)
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Vince his surprise to see them in action. He is eager to

help them. So he runs out from behind the garbage bin and

runs into the clearing to help the spies.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF BARRYVILL ALLEYWAY COURTYARD

Apple CREATES a laser sword in the air and grabs it. She

TURNS IT ON and GLOWS GREEN. Suddenly Vince leaps through

air and throws a flying jump at the Masked Bad Guy hitting

him in the head. The Masked Bag Guy GRUNTS and falls onto

the ground.

INNER CUT APPLE, CHERRY AND PEACHES

Apple, Cherry and Peaches are surprise to see Vince in the

open.

RETURN TO SCENE

APPLE MILES

What the heck?

CHERRY CHASE

Who is that kid?

PEACHES PITTER

Did any of you guys called for

backup?

Vince turns around and faces Apple, Cherry and Peaches,

while he is rubbing the back of his neck feeling

embarrassed.

VINCE LANCELER

Sorry for the intrusion, but I saw

you guys and so I leap on in to

help you.

CHERRY CHASE

Well we don’t need help from a

bystander like you.

PEACHES PITTER

How about you run along and go back

to school.

VINCE LANCELER

Let me explain I....

VINCE’S P.O.V

(CONTINUED)
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Vince then looks at the badge on Peaches’ spy uniform and

sees the S.T.R.I.F.E logo on it.

RETURN TO SCENE

HAPPY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince’s eyes

SPARKLE and he is excited and jumps around with joy.

VINCE LANCELER

I’ve found you. I’ve found

you...I’VE FINALLY FOUND YOU!!!!

Apple, Cherry, and Peaches are confused while Vince runs

around them with joy.

CHERRY CHASE

What’s wrong with this kid?

PEACHES PITTER

Yeah it seems like he never saw a

girl before.

VINCE LANCELER

It’s not that. It’s just that I’ve

been looking for you for 5 years,

and I finally found Searchers of

Earth.

Apple, Cherry and Peaches are confuse. Apple walks up to

Vince and puts her hand onto his right shoulder.

APPLE MILES

Sweetie. Listen to us, we are not

the Searcher of Earth. Our Acronym

actually stands for Spies of Earth.

VINCE LANCELER

So you ladies are really spies?

CHERRY CHASE

Yes...Yes we are. Now that you know

it’s time to wipe your memory of

us.

Cherry walks up to Vince with a pen in her hand, and points

it at Vince.

VINCE LANCELER

You’re going to erase my memory

with a pen?

(CONTINUED)
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PEACHES PITTER

Trust us kid. This isn’t a pen.

It’s a memory eraser, and you won’t

have any memory of us when the

flash goes off.

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the

Spies get captured in LASER NETS and lift into the air by a

HOVERING helicopter. Vince is confuse and the Masked Bad

Guys leap up into the air and into the helicopter. 1 of the

Masked Bad Guys turn around to Vince.

MASKED BAD GUY

Stay in school kid.

The Helicopter ZOOMS into the sky and out of Vince’s site.

Vince looks worried and feels sorry.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1.

FADE IN

ACT 2

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince looks up

into the sky and squeezes his fist. He kneels to the ground

and throws a punch onto the ground with anger.

VINCE LANCELER

(mad)

Great. I lost the only chance to

find my mom, and I blew it.

Vince then stands up looks up to the sky with the SUNLIGHT

SHINING in his face. Vince knew what he has to do.

VINCE LANCELER

It’s my fault that I got those

spies captured by those baddies.

It’s up to me to save them.

Vince then gets onto his bike and rides into the distance

where the helicopter is going.

CUT TO
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INT. MASKED BAD GUYS’S HIDEOUT ABANDON FACTORY

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the Masked Bad

Guys’ hideout, Apple, Cherry and Peaches are wrapped in rope

while sitting in chairs.

PEACHES PITTER

Great, we’ve lost our concentration

on the baddies, that we got

captured by the baddies.

CHERRY CHASE

The Next Song I’m going to write is

where that stupid kids gets us

captured.

Then out from the shadows is GREY GARY in his 50’s, smart,

evil, cruel, has a white mustache and grey hair walks up to

the spies with the computer chip in his hand.

APPLE MILES

Grey Gary. You are infected with

the Rogue Virus. Just let us go and

you won’t get hurt.

GREY GARY

I don’t know what you are saying.

Apple’s glasses GLOW GREEN and stairs at Grey Gary.

APPLE’S P.O.V GLASSES

A VIRTUAL PROJECTION of Grey Gary’s body reveals that his

brain is purple due to the affects of the Rogue Virus.

APPLE MILES (O.S)

The Rogue Virus is affecting his

brain.

RETURN TO SCENE

PEACHES PITTER

This means his D.I.P Chip is

affected too

CHERRY CHASE

Alright Grey Gary, what are you

going to do with us?

GREY GARY

With the microchip I got from you

girls, I’m going to turn you and

the rest of the S.O.E agents into

rogue agents, just like us.

(CONTINUED)
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Grey Gary evilly LAUGHS and so as the Masked Bad Guys.

Suddenly the door to the hideout OPENS. The LIGHT SHINES in

and Vince walks into the hideout. Grey Gary turns around and

sees that Vince found the hideout. Tammy and Chilly poke

their heads out from Vince’s backpack

GREY GARY

Alright, who brought the kid along?

VINCE LANCELER

I followed you here. So I can save

the spies.

GREY GARY

Who is he, your boyfriend?

Apple, Cherry, and Peaches all LAUGH historically. Vince has

an embarrassed look on his face, and he starts to BLUSH.

GREY GARY

Kid how about you wait outside so

we can take care of your

girlfriends.

CHERRY CHASE

Just to have you know, we all have

boyfriends.

GREY GARY

Whatever. Get the kid.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of the Masked

Bad Guys charge at Vince. Vince goes into his fighting

stances.

Vince throws a punch at an incoming Masked Bad Guy in the

chest and judo throws him onto the ground. Vince blocks a

punch from another Masked Bad Guy and throws an uppercut

punch at him and knocks him to the ground.

Vince throws a kick at another Masked Bad Guy hitting him in

the groin causing him to GRUNT. Vince then leaps over the

Masked Bad Guy and throws a flying jump kick at another

incoming Masked Bad Guy hitting him in the face.

APPLE MILES

We got to get out of this rope and

help that kid.

CHERRY CHASE

You know he has a name.We just

don’t know what it is.

(CONTINUED)
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PEACHES PITTER

We will introduce our lives later.

Right now let’s get out of this

rope.

Peaches’ muscles GROWS BIGGER causing the rope to SNAP.

Peaches use her strength to RIP the rope off of Apple and

Cherry breaking them free.

CHERRY CHASE

Nice going Peaches. Now it’s time

for some heavy metal.

Cherry’s body GLOWS with GREEN AURA causing an AIR GUITAR

MADE OF AIR to APPEAR in her arms.

CHERRY CHASE

Time to blow these guys away.

Cherry strums down onto her guitar causing a POWERFUL GUST

OF WIND to BLOW the bad guys down onto the floor, and

pushing them out of the door. Vince is surprise and by their

amazing abilities.

VINCE LANCELER

How did you girls do that?

APPLE MILES

We will tell you later, but right

now...

Apple CREATES a LASER BLASTER in the air. She grabs it and

FIRES LASERS out from it hitting 4 Masked Bad Guys behind

Vince.

APPLE MILES (CONT’D)

...We got a job to do.

Cherry’s GREEN AURA CHANGES to BLUE AURA, and her eyes GLOW

BLUE.

CHERRY CHASE

Just stay behind us and we will

take care of everything.

Cherry FIRES ICE BREAMS out from her eyes hitting the down

masked bad guys FREEZING them in ice. Her aura then CHANGES

to WHITE and FIRES LASERS out from her fingertips at more

Masked Bad Guys.

VINCE LANCELER

OK. She can create gadgets out of

fine air. She can fire energy out

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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VINCE LANCELER (cont’d)
from her body, and she can increase

her own physical attributes.

(to Grey Gary)

What can you do?

GREY GARY

How about I crush you into dust

kid.

Grey Gary raises his fist into the air and it TURNS BLACK.

Suddenly Tammy leaps out from Vince’s backpack and hopes

onto Grey Gary’s face. Grey Gary stumbles backwards and

WAVES his hands in the air while Tammy is on his face.

Suddenly he drops the microchip onto the floor and he steps

on it by accident causing it to BREAK into pieces.

GREY GARY

Hey, hey, hey, GET THIS RAT OFF OF

MY FACE!!!

VINCE LANCELER

It’s not a rat it’s a Tamandua.

Grey Gary takes Tammy off of his face. Tammy SPRAYS her

STINK out and onto Grey Gary. Grey Gary SCREAMS from the

spray and throws Tammy away from him. Grey Gary SNIFFS the

bad smell from Tammy has a bad reaction to the smell causing

red spots to APPEAR all over his body.

GREY GARY

EWWW what gives...Whats that smell?

And why am I covered with spots?

VINCE LANCELER

It’s the bad gas of a tamandua’s

body. It’s 4 times smellier than a

Skunks, and with the spots, they

are from an allergic reaction. You

must be allergic.

Grey Gary starts to feel itchy and scratches all over his

body from the allergic reaction. Chilly then climbs up Grey

Gary’s pant leg. Grey Gary hops up and down on 1 leg while

trying to get Chilly out of his pant leg.

GREY GARY

Get this giant rodent out of my

pants.

Vince throws a kick at Grey Gary hitting him in the groin

causing him to GRUNT and fall onto the ground. Chilly crawls

out of Grey Gary’s pant leg and climbs up onto Vince. Vince

smiles as Chilly is safe.

(CONTINUED)
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Apple CREATES a NET LAUNCHER in thin air and FIRES the net

launcher at 5 of the Masked Bad Guys trapping them in the

net. Cherry’s aura CHANGES to RED AURA and FIRES RED ENERGY

BALLS out from her hands and hitting the other Masked Bad

Guys, they get hit by the balls and causing them to GRUNT

and FLY through the air by the impacts of the balls.

5 Masked Bad Guys surrounds Peaches. Peaches body VIBRATES

to increase her speed. Peaches goes into her fighting

stances and smiles. The Masked Bad Guys are confused.

Peaches throw RAPID PUNCHES at the Masked Bad Guys hitting

them and causing them to fall onto the ground.

PEACHES PITTER

That takes care of them. Now for

Grey Gary.

VINCE LANCELER (O.S)

Not Exactly.

Apple, Cherry, and Peaches turn their attention to Vince

waving to them with a smile on his face, while Grey Gary is

laying on the ground. They are surprised that Vince defeated

Grey Gary.

CHERRY CHASE

Hold everything, did you defeated

Grey Gary all by yourself?

VINCE LANCELER

I had some help from Chilly and

Tammy.

PEACHES PITTER

Friends of yours?

VINCE LANCELER

Actually...They are my pets.

Chilly and Tammy poke their heads out of Vince’s backpack.

APPLE MILES

Chilly and Tammy are a Chinchilla

and a tamandua?

VINCE LANCELER

Yeah, I got them yesterday. I was

going to show them to everyone at

school for show and tell, but when

I ran into you girls, I figured I

can help out.

(CONTINUED)
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CHERRY CHASE

So you leaped into action to try to

help us?

VINCE LANCELER

Yes.

APPLE MILES

Well it was very nice of you to

help us out, but we forgot to

introduce ourselves earlier. My

name is Apple, Apple Miles.

CHERRY CHASE

The names Cherry Chase drummer for

a college band known as the

Stardusters, and fashion designer.

PEACHES PITTER

And my name is Peaches Pitter.

VINCE LANCELER

Nice to meet you all. My name is

Vince Lanceler.

APPLE MILES

Vince Lanceler?

Apple starts to think about Vince, thinking that she heard

about his last name before.

APPLE MILES

Strange I heard about a woman with

that last name. Her name was

Victoria Lanceler.

Vince is surprise of what Apple said.

VINCE LANCELER

Wait Victoria Lanceler? That’s my

mom’s name. Do you know her?

APPLE MILES

We don’t, but our boss has every

file of every spy who works at

S.T.R.I.F.E.

VINCE LANCELER

Do you think that he has a file on

my mom?

(CONTINUED)
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APPLE MILES

We will find out as soon as we can,

but let’s get you to school. I

think you missed half a day there.

THRILLING ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly

a LOUD MOANING SOUND comes out of nowhere. Vince, Apple,

Cherry, and Peaches see that Grey Gary is standing up from

the floor. Grey Gary GRUNTS as he stands up.

GREY GARY

Not so fast.

Grey Gary’s hands GLOW PURPLE with BLACK AURA. Grey Gary has

an angry look on his face.

GREY GARY

You guys aren’t going anywhere.

PEACHES PITTER

Right we forgot about Grey Gary.

Apple, Cherry, Peaches and Vince go into their fighting

stances and have serious looks on their faces getting ready

to fight Grey Gary.

CHERRY CHASE

Leave round 2 to us Vince.

PEACHES PITTER

Get to somewhere safe.

Grey Gary FIRES ENERGY BLAST out from his hands at Vince,

Apple, Cherry, and Peaches. They all dodge the attack.

Cherry leaps into the air and ORANGE AURA APPEARS on her

body. Cherry then FIRES an ENERGY BLAST down onto Grey Gary.

Grey Gary blocks the attack and throws Cherry onto the

ground.

Peaches left arm GROWS MUSCULAR and she throws a punch at

Grey Gary. Grey Gary catches her punch and throws Peaches

onto the ground. Apple CREATES a FORCE FIELD around Grey

Gary. Grey Gary throws a punch onto the force field and

causing it to DISAPPEAR. Grey Gary kicks Apple to the

ground.

GREY GARY

(to Vince)

You should’ve stayed in school,

kid.

(CONTINUED)
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Grey Gary is about to throw a punch at Vince. Suddenly Tammy

leaps out of his backpack and lands onto Grey Gary’s face.

Grey Gary SCREAMS again when Tammy is on his face, and he

waves his arms up and down.

GREY GARY

Not Again!!!

Tammy SPRAYS her stink onto Grey Gary’s face. Chilly runs up

into Grey Gary’s pant leg and Grey Gary leaps up and down on

1 leg trying to get Chilly out of his pant leg.

GREY GARY

Come on kid put your pets on

leashes.

Grey Gary throws Tammy off of his face. Vince catches Tammy

and kicks Chill your of his pant leg.

VINCE LANCELER

Time to end this.

Vince throws a kick at Grey Gary’s groin causing him to

GRUNT. Vince leaps into the air and throws a punch at Grey

Gary’s face knocking a tooth out of his mouth.

Grey Gary feels dizzy and collapses onto the ground. Apple,

Cherry, and Peaches are impressed that Vince defeats Grey

Gary.

PEACHES PITTER

I got to say kid. You did very well

defeating Grey Gary without a D.I.P

chip.

VINCE LANCELER

What’s a D.I.P Chip?

APPLE MILES

We will give you the low down on it

later.

Apple ruffles Vince’s hair with a smile on her face.

FADE TO

EXT. MASKED BAD GUYS’ HIDE OUT ENTRANCE LATER

Later Several S.T.R.I.F.E AGENTS are arresting the Masked

Bad Guys and Grey Gary. Vince and the girls watch as Grey

Gary goes into the S.T.R.I.F.E Truck.
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VINCE LANCELER

I feel so sorry for Grey Gary, he

used to be a S.O.E agent.

CHERRY CHASE

He still is.

VINCE LANCELER

What do you mean?

APPLE MILES

She means, that Grey Gary is still

an agent, but the Rogue virus

infected his D.I.P, and his

personality permanently.

PEACHES PITTER

We lock up all of the other agents

who are infected by the virus in

the facility, until we find a way

to change them back to normal.

VINCE LANCELER

Wow.

HARRY JOPER (O.S)

Girls, what do you have here?

HARRY JOPER 70 years old, wise, smart, grumpy, nice, mature,

is bald and has hazel eyes walks up to Vince and the girls.

VINCE LANCELER

Hey my name is Vince. Nice to meet

you sir.

HARRY JOPER

You brought a civilian on your

mission?!

CHERRY CHASE

Actually he found us.

APPLE MILES

And he wants to join.

VINCE LANCELER

Please sir?

Harry has a thinking look on his face and looks back at

Vince.
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VINCE LANCELER

Please sir. It’s been years of

trying to find out guys. I want to

join you because I want to find a

person that I lost years ago

Victoria Lancerler. I found

you...And you owe me.

HARRY JOPER

Please, sir. It’s been years of

trying to find out guys. I want to

join you because I want to find a

person that I lost years ago

Victoria Lancerler. I found you,

and I want to join you.

Apple, Cherry and Peaches are surprise that they have to

take care of Vince.

HARRY JOPER

Since the weekend starts tomorrow,

you’ll have plenty of time to

train.

Harry walks away from Vince and the girls. HAPPY GUITAR

MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince turns to the girls.

APPLE MILES

Looks like we are a team, sweetie.

CHERRY CHASE

You’ll be like our little sidekick.

VINCE LANCELER

I don’t know. I feel like I’m the

little handsome hero and you’re my

angels.

Apple, Cherry and Peaches are surprise by that and start to

LAUGH.

PEACHES PITTER

We will work on our team name

later.

Vince GIGGLES at that idea.

VINCE LANCELER

Good idea.

Vince, Apple, Cherry and Peaches look up into the sky.

FADE TO BLACK


